2017-2018 Educational Calendar

Every Tuesday
8:30- 9:00 Case discussion/housekeeping
9-11:30 Conference, location in library TBD
To prepare for conference: Read corresponding chapter in Fleisher and Ludwig and complete sections in Question book as indicated

Division meetings are the third Tuesday of the month 12-1:30
Lunch with the division following conference on the 4th Tuesday of the month then Procedural Sim teaching, 12:30-2

To add: Fellows Common Curriculum retreats, Fellow retreats, Fellows as Teachers,

June 29th: New fellows welcome lunch, Taco Boy noon

July 5th: GME orientation for new fellows then orientation with Olivia over lunch

EMS Orientation (JC, SD) with David French, July 7th

July 11th—Suture lab, Peds noon conference

July 14th—Professionalism Series, 8am

July 18th—Resuscitation/Shock (*Podcast)
Lecture: Jon Henderson
EBM (OT articles)

July 21st—Professionalism Series, 8am

July 25th—Question book (Res/Shock, ID I&II)
Prep EM and Fellows topics

July 27th—EM Sim Lab: Procedural Sedation 9a-noon

Aug 1st—Sedation overview and fellow testing (MM and MS)—Ben Jackson (*Podcast)

August 4th—Professionalism Series, 8am

Aug 8th—Sim/ED mock code and sim curriculum intro—Amanda Price
Splint lab; Peds noon conference

Aug 15th—Resuscitation/Shock
EBM (Fellow articles)
Sim—Amanda Price

Aug 18th—Professionalism Series, 8am

Aug 22nd—PICU Review (JC)

Aug 25th—Professionalism Series, 8am

**Monday Aug 28th**—Ortho (*Podcast)
Lecture: Rob Murphy
Question book (Ortho and Trauma Ortho/Hand)

Aug 31st—EM Sim Lab: Eye Emergencies, 9a-noon, Gazes

Sept 5th—EKG, Question book (Sedation, Trauma and Surgical EENT)
Prep EM and Fellows topics

Sept 12th—Derm (*Podcast)
Lecture: Lara Wine Lee
Question book Derm

Sept 14th:
8:45-9:45 Fellow talk to EM residents (SD)
10am Peds EM Radiology Conference
Peds noon conference: Drownings: Price

Sept 15th:
Peds noon conference: TBI and Concussions: Borg

Sept 18th:
Peds noon conference: Abdominal Emergencies: Titus

Sept 19th—Disaster Lecture and Jeopardy: Kathy Lehman-Huskamp (disaster Olympics too)
Question book (Weapons of Mass Destruction)
Peds noon conference: Tox: Kane

Sept 21st:
Peds noon conference: The Limping Child: Dincman

September 22nd:
Peds noon conference: Peds and Disasters: Lehman-Huskamp

Sept 26th—GI (*Podcast)
Lecture: Candi Jump
EBM (OT articles)
Sept 28th—EM Sim Lab: Splinting, 10a-noon

Oct 2nd:
Peds noon conference: Anaphylaxis: Russell

Oct 3rd—EKG, Question book (GI, Surgical Abd, Cards)
Prep EM and Fellow topics

Oct 5th:
Peds noon conference: Shock: Henderson

Oct 10th—GI
EBM (Fellow articles)
SOC conference (JC, SD and JH)

Oct 17th—PICU Review (SD)

Oct 18th and 19th:
Peds noon conference: Trauma Parts 1 and 2: Price, Jackso, Busch and Fellows

Oct 24th— CV (*Podcast)
Lecture: Ryan Shea
Sim—Amand Price

Oct 26th—EM Sim Lab: ACLS, 9a-noon, Sim Center

Oct 31st-- M&M (JC)

Nov 2nd-5th: Pediatric Trauma Conference

Nov 7th—CV
Lecture: Jason Buckley
Research brainstorming (MM and MS)

Nov 9th—EM Sim Lab: Joints, 10a-noon, Gazes

Nov 14th— M&M (JH)

Nov 21st—no conf. Happy Thanksgiving!

Nov 28th—
Journal club (JH)
EMS: David French; Question book EMS
Dec 5th—PICU Review (MM)

Dec 12th—EKG and Question book test I-III

Dec 14th—
8:45-9:45 Fellow talk to EM residents (JH)
10am PEM Rad Conference

Evals week of Dec 11th and 18th

Dec 21st—EM Sim Lab: Hypotension Scenarios, 10a-12p, Sim Center

Jan 11th—EM Sim Lab: Thoracotomies, 9am-noon, 1W

Jan 16th—Tox (*Podcast)
Lecture: Nick Connors

Jan 23rd—Tox
Fellow articles
Question book Tox, Bites and Stings, Environmental Emergencies

Jan 30—M&M (SD)

Feb 6th—Renal/GU (*Podcast)
Lecture: Ben Jackson
EBM (OT articles)

Feb 8th—EM Sim Lab: OB/Neonatal Emergencies, 9a-noon, Sim Center

Feb 13th—PICU Review (MS)

Feb 20th—EKG, Question book (Neonatal Resuscitation, Gyn and OB, GU Medical and Surgical), Prep EM and Fellow topics

Feb 27th—Renal/GU
EBM (Fellow articles)
Sim—Amanda Price

March 6th—
M&M (MM)

March 8th—EM Sim Lab: Foreign Bodies, 10a-noon, Gazes

March 13th—SITE exam review at Halo

March 15th—
8:45-9:45 Fellow talk to EM residents (MS)
10am PEM Rad Conference

March 20th—EKG, Question book (Renal, Signs and Symptoms I&II, Procedures)
Prep EM and Fellow topics

March 26th-April 6th: Wilderness Medicine Conference

April 10th—
Journal club (SD)
Sim/ED mock code (JH and SD)

April 17th—Rheum (*Podcast)
National PEM conference ppt's (MM and MS) at 8:30
Lecture: Mileka Gilbert and Kim Hays
Question book Rheum
SOC (JH, SD)

April 24th—PICU Review (JH)

May 1st—Medicolegal with CAP and Vivian Fairbairn
Depositions of SD and JH
Question book Legal

May 8th—M&M (MS)

May 10th—EM Sim Lab: Central Lines, 10a-noon, Sim Center

May 15th—
Journal Clubs (MM and MS)

May 17th—
8:45-9:45am Fellow talk to EM residents (MM)
10am PEM Rad Conference

Evals week of May 14th and 21st

May 22nd—Tox
Tox talks: SD and JH
Question book tests IV-VII

May 29th: PICU Review (SD)

June 14th—EM Sim Lab: Cricothyrotomies, 10a-noon, Gazes

Jenny's graduation party...TBD